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Perry's Steakhouse & Grille 

"Succulent Steaks"

Close to the luxurious Ritz-Carlton is another classy establishment,

although meant only for dining; in Perry's sophisticated atmosphere, you

can enjoy some delicious steaks, burgers and seafood. Prime Hawaiian rib-

eye steaks, Kobe burgers and fried shrimp are just some of the treats the

restaurant has in store for you. The Southwest filet mignon and Symphony

Kabob are signature dishes you should try. Bar 79 has over 5000 bottles

of wine just waiting for you to try them.

 +1 214 855 5151  www.perryssteakhouse.com/menu-

locations/dallas/uptown/

 2000 McKinney Avenue, Suite 100,

Dallas TX
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Nonna 

"Great Little Restaurant"

Welcome to Nonna, a great little place serving fine Italian cuisine in

Dallas. Located on Lemmon, the place always seems to be crowded with

locals thronging to this place. Not just the crowd, but the dining space

itself is limited so it appears a bit crammed up. The menu is just one page,

but changes daily and includes a selection of salads, traditional pizzas,

pastas, and entrees. Try the house made lamb sausage with fava beans

and Spaghetti Carbonara. Nonna also has a bar which is visible as you

enter the place serving some fine Italian wines. What makes this place a

favorite is the generous servings of entrees and pizzas prepared in wood

ovens, liberally covered with Paula Lambert's homemade mozzarella.

 +1 214 521 1800  www.nonnadallas.com/  4115 Lomo Alto Drive, Dallas TX
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Cafe Pacific 

"Splendid Seafood in Highland Park"

A classic steak and seafood house with beautiful architecture, Cafe Pacific

looks like it should be in Boston. Located in historic Highland Park Village,

you'll find elegant dining in a picturesque, upscale shopping village. It's a

splendid place for special occasions or business dinners. Lobster is a

specialty here, but so are a variety of steak dishes. Daily seafood specials

are always a worthwhile detour from the norm.

 +1 214 526 1170  www.cafepacificdallas.co

m/

 cafepacific24@gmail.com  24 Highland Park Village,

Dallas TX
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Sevy's Grill 

"Posh Dining with Eclectic Menu"

Sevy's, named after co-owner Jim Severson, is a relaxed, dimly lit and well-

designed restaurant located near the Preston Center shopping and

business district. The restaurant is known for its unbeatable service and

creative cuisine; it is the ideal place for business lunches or fine dining.

The eclectic menu leans towards Southwestern design. A variety of pasta

dishes are great, but you can't beat the "Sevy-sized" steaks and splendid

desserts. Menu favorites include Marinated lamb Chops, Dry Aged New

York Strip and Prosciutto Wrapped Jumbo Shrimp.

 +1 214 265 7389  www.sevys.com/  sevyscatering@aol.com  8201 Preston Road, Dallas

TX
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India Palace Restaurant & Bar 

"Elegant Indian Cuisine"

Indian Palace Restaurant & Bar offers excellent authentic cuisine, but with

a keen eye for the taste buds of the western patrons. If you like delicious

Tandoori dishes like chicken, lamb kebab or seafood, look no further. A

local favorite since 1985, the restaurant serves a wide variety of curry

dishes, Balti specialties and a number of vegetarian selections. The

beautiful greenery and soft lighting set the mood for a perfect romantic

rendezvous.

 +1 972 392 0190  www.indiapalacedallas.co

m/

 indiapalacedallastx@gmail.

com

 12817 Preston Road, Preston

Valley Shopping Center,

Dallas TX
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